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Praise for City of Night

‘[Rechy’s] tone rings absolutely true, is absolutely his own, and he has the 
kind of discipline which allows him a rare and beautiful recklessness … 
He tells the truth, and tells it with such passion that we are forced to share 
in the life he conveys. It is the most humbling and liberating experience’ 

—James Baldwin

‘A groundbreaking book … observing a whole new array of characters … 
many for the first time in American literature … A classic American novel’ 

—Edmund White, New York Review of Books

‘City of Night is a remarkable book … Mr Rechy writes in an authentic 
jive-like slang: the nightmare existence is explored with a clarity not 
often clouded by sentimentality and self-pity. The book therefore has the 
unmistakable ring of candor and truth’ —The New York Times Book Review 

‘John Rechy shows great comic and tragic talent. He is a truly gifted 
novelist’  —Christopher Isherwood

‘A stunning piece of writing’  —David Bowie

‘This is one of the best first novels in recent years … It is not presented 
and it is not conceived, it is written’  —Frank O’Hara 

‘One of the few major American writers whose life is almost as interesting, 
and meaningful, as his work’  —Michael Cunningham

‘When John Rechy’s first novel, City of Night, appeared in 1963, there 
had never been anything quite like it … Its urgent, syntax-scrambled style 
[was] a wonderful shock to the reading eye, like that of Hubert Selby’s Last 
Exit to Brooklyn and William Burroughs’s Naked Lunch. City of Night was 
distinctly a Beat novel, rangy and full of bold riffs as a Charlie Parker 
album. Rechy displayed a throwaway brilliance’  —Gary Indiana
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‘In his first novel, City of Night, John Rechy achieved what most authors 
strive for their entire career. A book that will last … Although it was long 
after the original publication, through City of Night Rechy taught me that 
my feelings of isolation could be released, that my experiences could be 
written. It was Rechy who showed me that no subject matter is taboo’ 
 —Charles Casillo, LA Review of Books

‘A breathless, amphetamine-fuelled dash across America … Rechy’s 
descriptive energy is instead reserved for city life’s twilight world and a 
colourful parade of characters … his descriptive energy surpasses any 
queer literature label’  —New Statesman

‘It is the honesty about his narcissism, his depression and his sexual 
promiscuity that lifts Rechy’s writing to art. Like so many books, City got 
attention because of the sex, but it’s really about the soul’ 

—Los Angeles Times

‘An American classic, with its loner hero, its juke joints and neon signs, its 
restless shifting from city to city … a hybrid of On the Road and Catcher 
in the Rye’  —Independent on Sunday 

‘The novel has not aged a bit … one reads [it] eagerly …We understand 
better its exceptional authenticity, its premonitory vision, its subtle 
literary innovations. The characters … have the tragic complexity of 
Vautrin, Charlus or Morel, and the aggressive solitude of the marginal 
people of Jean Genet … Its poetry is not ostentatious nor imposed … The 
protagonists are individuals of flesh and blood’  —Le Monde 

‘John Rechy’s groundbreaking novel City of Night lifted the lid on gay life 
in 60s America … it broke new ground with its depiction of the gay sexual 
subculture in America’s cities … The author is ripe for rediscovery’ 

—Time Out

‘Both shocking and suffuse with longing, a combo that can make an 
adolescent boy circa 1966 lose his mind’  —Richard Price

‘City of Night is one of the most remarkable novels to appear in years … It 
illuminates, it stirs the heart, it is unforgettable’  —Herbert Gold
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1

Introduction

City of Night began as a letter to a friend in Evanston, Illinois. It was 
written in El Paso the day following my return to my hometown 
in Texas after an eternity in New Orleans. That “eternity”—a few 
weeks—ended on Ash Wednesday, the day after Mardi Gras. The 
letter began:

“Do you realize that a year ago in December I left New 
York and came to El Paso and went to Los Angeles and 
Pershing Square then went to San Diego and La Jolla in 
the sun and returned to Los Angeles and went to La-
guna Beach to a bar on the sand and San Francisco and 
came back to Los Angeles and went back to the Orange 
Gate and returned to Los Angeles and Pershing Square 
and went to El Paso . . . and stopped in Phoenix one 
night and went back to Pershing Square and on to San 
Francisco again, and Monterey and the shadow of James 
Dean because of the movie, and Carmel where there’s 
a house like a bird, and back to Los Angeles and on to 
El Paso where I was born, then Dallas with Culture and 
Houston with A Million Population—and on to New 
Orleans where the world collapsed, and back, now, to El 
Paso grasping for God knows what?”
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The letter went on to evoke crowded memories of that Mardi 
Gras season, a culmination of the years I had spent traveling back 
and forth across the country—carrying all my belongings in an army 
duffel bag; moving in and out of lives, sometimes glimpsed briefly 
but always felt intensely. In that Carnival city of old cemeteries and 
tolling church bells, I slept only when fatigue demanded, carried 
along by “bennies” and on dissonant waves of voices, music, sad and 
happy laughter. The sudden quiet of Ash Wednesday, the mourning 
of Lent, jarred me as if a shout to which I had become accustomed 
had been throttled. I was awakened by silence, a questioning silence 
I had to flee.

I walked into the Delta Airlines office and told a pretty young-
woman there that I had to return to El Paso immediately. Though 
I had left money with my belongings scattered about the city in 
the several places where I had been “living,” I didn’t have enough 
with me for the fare, and a plane would depart within an hour or 
so. Out of her purse, the youngwoman gave me the money I lacked, 
and added more, for the cab. I thanked her and asked her name so I 
might return the money. “Miss Wingfield,” she said in a moment of 
poetry not included in this novel because it is too “unreal” for fiction.

I thought I had ripped up the letter I had written about that 
Carnival season; I knew I had not mailed it. A week later I found it, 
crumpled. I rewrote it, trying to shape its disorder. I titled it “Mardi 
Gras” and sent it out as a short story to the literary quarterly Ever-
green Review.

From childhood, I had wanted to be a writer. My mother was 
Mexican, a beloved, beautiful woman with truly green eyes and flaw-
less fair skin; my father was Scottish, a confusing, passionate, angry 
man with blue eyes, which, in my memories, seem always about to 
shed tears. I learned Spanish first and spoke only it until I entered 
school. At the age of eight I began writing stories, all titled “Long 
Ago.” At about thirteen, I started a novel called Time on Wings—about 
the French Revolution, which I researched diligently. The great 
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enlightenment that comes only in midteens led me to “deeper” 
subjects, and I began an autobiographical novel titled—oh, yes—The 
Bitter Roots. It was about a half-Mexican, half-Scottish boy, doubly 
exiled in many ways: by his “mixed” blood (especially significant in 
Texas), by his present poverty contrasted to his parents’ memories 
of wealth and gentility; he was “popular” only during school hours, 
after which he rushed home to secret poverty.

At sixteen, my “works” included many poems, among them 
two “epics” about angels at war in Heaven, more than 500 pages of 
Time on Wings, about 200 pages of The Bitter Roots, both started in 
pencil, continued on a portable typewriter my father, in one of his 
many moods of kindness within anger, bought me. I abandoned both 
books and went on to finish a short, strange novel titled Pablo!. Set in 
contemporary Mexico and the jungles of the Yucatán, it was framed 
about the Mayan legend of doomed love between the moon and 
the sun, who saw each other at the dawn of time. The main charac-
ter in this “realistic fantasy”—in which animals talk, witches incite 
grave violence—is a youngman who tells the story of a “beautiful 
woman who died.”

On scholarship given by the newspaper I worked for as copy-
boy, I went to college in El Paso. After classes, I often climbed the 
nearby Cristo Rey Mountains, bordered by the Rio Grande, usually 
waterless here. I read a lot, eclectically; my favorite writers included 
Euripides, Faulkner, Poe, Margaret Mitchell, Lorca, Melville, Jeffers, 
Hawthorne, Camus, Milton, Ben Ames Williams, Dickens, Emily 
Brontë, Nietzsche, Dostoyevsky, Chekhov, Donne, Gide, Henry Bal-
lamann, Giraudoux, Pope, Djuna Barnes, Tennessee Williams, Proust, 
Joyce, Frank Yerby, Dos Passos, Thomas Wolfe, Capote, Mailer, James 
Jones, Henry James, Gertrude Stein, Beckett, Farrell, Nabokov, Kath-
leen Winsor, Swift. I saw many, many movies.

An English teacher offered to recommend me for a scholar-
ship to Harvard, his school. But I went into the army. I didn’t tell 
anyone except my immediate family—and I burned most of what 
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I had written, except for Pablo! I had been gone only a few weeks 
when my father died and I returned to El Paso.

The rest of that time of my life in the army is as “unreal” as 
an attached memory, with the exception of “leave time” in Paris. I 
went in a private and came out a private. Released, I went to New 
York to enroll in Columbia University. Instead, I discovered the 
world of Times Square.

My life assumed this pattern: I would invade the streets and 
live within their world eagerly; then I would flee, get a job, walk 
out of it—and return to the waiting streets like a repentant lover 
eager to make up, with added intensity, for lost moments. At the 
New School for Social Research, I began another novel, unfinished, 
The Witch of El Paso, about my dear great-aunt, Tía Ana, who had 
“deer eyes” and magical powers. Soon I extended my “streetworld” 
across the country.

In El Paso, a letter arrived from Don Allen, one of the editors 
of Evergreen Review, in response to my story-letter, “Mardi Gras”; 
he admired it and indicated it was being strongly considered for 
publication. Was it, perhaps, a part of a novel? he asked.

I had never intended to write about the world I had found 
first on Times Square. “Mardi Gras” for me remained a letter. But 
thinking this might assure publication of the story, I answered, oh, 
yes, indeed, it was part of a novel and “close to half ” finished.

By then, I was back in Los Angeles under the warm colorless 
sun over ubiquitous palmtrees. But the epiphany of questioning 
silence which had occurred in New Orleans made me experience 
the streetworld with a clarity the fierceness of the first journey had 
not allowed. I could “see”—face—its unique turbulence, unique 
beauty, and, yes, unique “ugliness.”

“Mardi Gras” appeared in Issue No. 6 of the famous quarterly 
that was publishing Beckett, Sartre, Kerouac, Camus, Robbe-Grillet, 
Ionesco, Artaud. Don Allen wrote that he would be in Los Angeles on 
business and looked forward to seeing the finished part of my book.
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Instead, I showed him part of the setting of the novel I still had 
no intention of writing. I took this elegantly attired slender New York 
editor into one of the most “dangerous” bars of the time (“Ji-Ji’s” 
in this book). Pushers hovered outside like tattered paparazzi greet-
ing the queens. Inside the bar, the toughest “male-hustlers” asserted 
tough poses among the men who sought them or the queens. Don 
Allen said he thought perhaps the bar was a bit too crowded. As we 
drove away, the police raided it.

Later, Don—he became Don—would confess that he suspected 
there was no book. So he encouraged me to write other short pieces, 
which appeared in Evergreen Review; a lyrical evocation of El Paso and 
a Technicolor portrait of Los Angeles. Then Carey McWilliams, edi-
tor of The Nation, asked me to write for the magazine. For Evergreen 
Review and The Texas Quarterly, I translated into English short works 
by some young Mexican authors. The writing was yanking me from 
the streetworld, the “streets” pulled as powerfully. To connect both—
and with sudden urgency—I wrote a story about Miss Destiny—a 
rebellious drag-queen who longed for “a fabulous  wedding”—and 
about others in “our” world of bars, Pershing Square, streets. The 
story was very “literal”; I felt that to deliberately alter a “real” detail 
would violate the lives in that world. I sent the story to Don. He 
admired it a lot, but some in the growing staff of Grove Press, pub-
lishers of Evergreen Review, did not, and the story was turned down. 
That day, when I saw the people I had written about, Chuck the 
Cowboy, Skipper, Darling Dolly Dane, Miss Destiny, it seemed that 
not only my story but their lives and mine among them had been 
rejected: exiled exiles.

Alone smoking grass on the roof of the building where I rented 
a room, I looked in the direction of Pershing Square just blocks away. 
Nearby church bells tolled their last for the night. Everything seemed 
frozen in darkness. As children, we had played a game called “statues”: 
Someone swung us round and round, released us unexpectedly, and 
we had to “freeze” in the position we fell (always—and this would 
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assume importance for me later—adjusting for effect). Now the 
image occurred of a treacherous entrapping angel as the “spinner” in 
a life-game of “statues.” It was that imagery which was needed—and 
had been there behind the reality—to convey Miss Destiny’s crushed 
romanticism. I rewrote “The Fabulous Wedding of Miss Destiny,” 
imbuing it with a discovered “meaning.” I had begun my “ordering” 
of the chaotic reality I was experiencing and witnessing.

I had been asked by one of its editors to contribute to an ad-
venturous short-lived quarterly, Big Table, which had broken away 
from The Chicago Review in a dispute over censorship. Soon, Miss 
Destiny debuted there, among Creeley, Mailer, Burroughs.

As sections from the growing book continued to appear in Ever-
green Review, I began getting encouraging letters from readers, agents, 
and other writers, including Norman Mailer and James Baldwin. 
When several editors—at Dial, Random House, others— expressed 
interest in the book, and there were two offers of an advance, I 
telephoned Don; I could not conceive of this book’s appearing 
other than through Grove Press. Not only was Barney Rosset, its 
president, publishing the best of the modern authors—and battling 
literary censorship—but Evergreen Review had created the interest in 
my writing that others were responding to. As my now-editor, Don 
came to Los Angeles with a contract and an advance for the book 
I had begun to call “Storm Heaven and Protest.”

But I still didn’t write it.
I plunged back into my “streetworld.” Hitchhiking I met a man 

who would become instrumental in my finishing this book. I saw 
him regularly, but I kept my “literary” identity secret; I had learned 
early—but not entirely correctly—that being smart on the streets 
included pretending not to be. Not knowing that I had graduated 
from college and had already published sections from a novel I had 
a contract for—but concerned that I might be trapped in one of the 
many possible deadends of the streets—he offered (we were having 
breakfast in Malibu, the ocean was azure) to send me to school. I was 
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touched by his unique concern, and when he drove me back to my 
rented room on Hope Street, I asked him to wait. I went inside and 
autographed a copy of “The Fabulous Wedding of Miss Destiny” and 
gave it to him. He looked at it, and then at me, a stranger.

Then I needed to flee the closeness increased, perhaps, by the 
fusion of my two “identities.” Consistent with another pattern, a 
letter arrived from a man who had read my writing: he would be 
happy to have me visit him on an island near Chicago. A plane ticket 
followed. Painfully trying to explain to my good friend who had 
picked me up hitchhiking that I had to leave Los Angeles, I left and 
spent the summer on a private island. When summer was ending, I 
migrated to Chicago, quickly finding its own Times Square.

But I was pulled back to Los Angeles. Extending the under-
standing that makes him, always, deeply cherished and special in my 
life, my friend who had wanted to put me through school—and 
whose “voice” is heard in part in the character of Jeremy in this 
book—now offered to help me out while I went to El Paso to 
 finish—where it had begun—the book I again longed to write.

I returned to my mother’s small house and wrote every day on 
a rented Underwood typewriter. My mother kept the house quiet 
while I worked. After dinner, I would translate into Spanish and 
read to her (she never learned English) certain passages I considered 
appropriate. “You’re writing a beautiful book, my son,” she told me.

It was difficult to write that book. Guilt recurred as I evoked 
those haunting lives. Oh, was I betraying that anarchic world by 
writing about it—or even more deeply so if I kept to myself those 
exiled lives? I increasingly found “meaning” in structure: In “Between 
Two Lions,” I wanted to create out of the reality of Times Square 
a modern jungle in which two of its powerful denizens connect 
momentarily, but because of their very natures inevitably wound 
each other. The story of Miss Destiny found fuller meaning in the 
childhood game of “statues.” I attempted to tell the story of Lance 
O’Hara as a Greek tragedy, the chorus of bar-voices warning of the 
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imminent fall of the demi-god, the almost-moviestar on the brink 
of aging, the whispering Furies conspiring to assure the fall. From 
my early fascination with mathematics, I “plotted” the chapter on 
Jeremy as an algebraic equation drawn on a graph, the point of inter-
secting lines revealing the “unknown factor”—here, the unmasking 
of the narrator. Memory itself, being selective, provides form; each 
portrait-chapter found its own “frame.” (The most difficult chapter 
to write was Sylvia’s.) My rejected Catholicism was bringing to the 
narrator’s journey a sense of ritual—and the bright colors of gar-
ish Catholic churches are splashed in descriptions throughout this 
book. As I wrote, stirred memories rushed the “stilled” present, and 
to convey that fusion I shifted verb tenses within sentences. The ir-
regularly capitalized words I hoped would bring a visual emphasis 
that italics could not.

Before writing, I often listened to music: Presley, Chuck Berry, 
Fats Domino, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Richard Strauss, Stravinsky, Bar-
tok—to absorb the dark, moody sexuality of rock, the formal structure 
of classical music, the “ordered” dissonance of modern composers.

Each chapter went through about twelve drafts, some passages 
through more than that—often, paradoxically, to create a sense of 
“spontaneity.” The first four paragraphs that open this book were 
compressed from about twenty pages. The first chapter was written 
last, the last one came first. Although four years elapsed between the 
time I began this book—with the unsent letter—and the time it was 
finished, most of it was written during one intense year in El Paso.

Three titles had been announced with published excerpts: 
Storm Heaven and Protest, Hey, World! and It Begins in the Wind. The 
intertwining chapters that connect the portraits were called “City 
of Night” from the start. But I did not conceive of that as the book’s 
title. I did consider: Ash Wednesday, Shrove Tuesday, The Fabulous Wed-
ding of Miss Destiny, Masquerade. Finally, I decided: Storm Heaven and 
Protest. Then Don Allen—always a superb editor—suggested the 
obvious: City of Night.
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The book was finished. That night—and this is one of the 
most cherished memories of my life—my mother, my oldest brother, 
Robert, and I were weaving about my mother’s living room, bump-
ing into each other, each with great stacks of the almost–700-page 
typescript, collating it—I had made three or four carbon copies.

The manuscript was mailed. I went to return the rented type-
writer, but I couldn’t part with it. I bought it; I still have the elegant 
old Underwood, now comfortably “retired.”

Proofs came. As I read, I panicked. In print, it was all  “different” 
—wrong! About a third of the way through, I began changing a 
word here and there, a phrase, a sentence, a paragraph; then I started 
back at the beginning. By the time I had gone through the gal-
ley proofs, the book was virtually rewritten on the margins and 
on pasted typewritten inserts. But now—I knew—it was “right.” I 
called Don, then in San Francisco, to “prepare” him. He was startled 
but agreed with the alterations. Despite Don’s preparation, others 
at Grove reacted in surprise at the rewritten galleys. Knowing how 
expensive the resetting would be, I had offered out of my royalties 
to pay for it—a contractual provision. But Barney Rosset made no 
objection to changes, and he refused to charge me. Publication was 
rescheduled, and the book was reset.

I had no doubt that City of Night would be an enormous success. 
I was right. In a reversed way. I had thought it would sell modestly 
and that the book would be greeted with critical raves. The opposite 
occurred, dramatically.

Before the official publication date, my book appeared in the 
No. 8 slot of Time’s national bestseller list. Also before publication, 
I saw my first review. Even for the dark ages of the early 1960’s the 
title of the review in The New York Review of Books was vicious in 
its overt bigotry. What followed matched its headline. The book 
climbed quickly to the No. 1 spot on bestseller lists in New York, 
California. Nationally on all lists it reached third place. In a review 
featured on its cover, The New Republic attempted to surpass the 
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attack of The New York Review of Books; it was a draw. The book 
went into a second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh printing and 
remained on the bestseller lists for almost seven months. In its assault 
of about eight lines, The New Yorker made one factual mistake and 
one grammatical error.

Only the book’s subject seemed to be receiving outraged at-
tention; its careful structure, whether successful or not, was virtually 
ignored. I was being viewed and written about as a hustler who 
had somehow managed to write, rather than as a writer who was 
writing intimately about hustling—and many other subjects. That 
persisting view would affect the critical reception of every one of 
my following books, and still does, to this day.

I remained in El Paso. Once again, a letter came with a plane 
ticket, to New York. A man who had read my book and was out-
raged by its treatment in The New York Review of Books invited me 
to attend the American premiere of Benjamin Britten’s War Requiem 
in Tanglewood. But I was waiting for an answer to a request I had 
made of Grove; and it arrived, a further advance on royalties so I 
could make the down-payment on a house for my mother.

I flew to New York to meet another major figure in my life, the 
man who had invited me to Tanglewood; and I spent the following 
months with him in a fourteenth-storey apartment overlooking the 
Hudson River (an enormous eagle appeared on the balcony one day 
and peered in through a glass wall), then in Tanglewood; and then 
we went to Puerto Rico, the Caribbean Islands. On a beach I read 
in a New York gossip column that I was a guest of Mr. So-and-so 
on Fire Island, a place I have never visited. That was the first I would 
learn of several men claiming to be me, impostures made possible by 
the fact that I had decided not to promote this book, to retain my 
private life; only my publishers knew I was in New York, in Riverdale.

In late September I returned to El Paso, to another of the most 
cherished memories of all my life, of my mother joyfully showing 
me the house I had bought for her, her new furnishings. She had 
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a dinner-reception for me, with my brothers and sisters and my 
special great-aunt.

Strangers appeared at my house, creating ruses to be let in. One 
youngwoman came to the door, claiming to be the “Barbara” of this 
book. In school, in the army, and on the streets, I had been what is 
called a loner—very much so. These incidents increased my isolation. 
But it seemed appropriate to me, this period of “austerity”: I did not 
want my life to change radically while the lives of the people I had 
written about remained the same. In El Paso I began the transition 
from “youngman” to “man.” I created my own gym in my mother’s 
new home, and I began working out fiercely with weights.

Some excellent reviews began appearing, and eventually the 
book would be translated into about a dozen languages. Letters ar-
rived daily—moving letters, from men, women, young ones, older 
ones, homosexual, heterosexual. I answered every one. When I went 
out, it was usually to drive into the Texas desert. I had only two or 
three friends. With the exception of brief trips to Los Angeles and 
one to New York, I remained in El Paso in relative isolation until 
my mother died and I left the city perhaps forever.

More than twenty years and seven books later, how do I feel 
about City of Night? It thrills me—not only for myself but for the 
many lives it contains, those always remembered faces and voices—
that within my lifetime this book, so excoriated when it first ap-
peared, has come to be referred to frequently as a “modern classic.” 
And I no longer feel the guilt I battled so long, about the “real people” 
I thought I would “leave behind.” No—they are a permanent part 
of my life, of that part of me—the writer—who tells of his journey 
as a “youngman.”

John Rechy
Los Angeles, 1984



Part One

“Children, go where I send you—how 
shall I send you?
I’m going to send you one by one. . . .”

—Children, Go Where I Send You
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CITY OF NIGHT

LATER I WOULD THINK OF AMERICA as one vast City of Night 
stretching gaudily from Times Square to Hollywood Boulevard—
jukebox-winking, rock-n-roll-moaning: America at night fusing its 
darkcities into the unmistakable shape of loneliness.

Remember Pershing Square and the apathetic palmtrees. 
Central Park and the frantic shadows. Movie theaters in the angry 
morning-hours. And wounded Chicago streets. . . . Horrormovie 
courtyards in the French Quarter—tawdry Mardi Gras floats with 
clowns tossing out glass beads, passing dumbly like life itself. . . . 
Remember rock-n-roll sexmusic blasting from jukeboxes leering 
obscenely, blinking many-colored along the streets of America 
strung like a cheap necklace from 42nd Street to Market Street, 
San Francisco. . . .

One-night sex and cigarette smoke and rooms squashed in by 
loneliness. . . .

And I would remember lives lived out darkly in that vast City 
of Night, from all-night movies to Beverly Hills mansions.

But it should begin in El Paso, that journey through the cit-
ies of night. Should begin in El Paso, in Texas. And it begins in the 
Wind. . . . In a Southwest windstorm with the gray clouds like steel 
doors locking you in the world from Heaven.
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I cant remember now how long that windstorm lasted—it 
might have been days—but perhaps it was only hours—because it 
was in that timeless time of my boyhood, ages six through eight.

My dog Winnie was dying. I would bring her water and food 
and place them near her, stand watching intently—but she doesnt 
move. The saliva kept coming from the edges of her mouth. She 
had always been fat, and she had a crazy crooked grin—but she was 
usually sick: Once her eyes turned over, so that they were almost 
completely white and she couldnt see—just lay down, and didnt try 
to get up for a day. Then she was well, briefly, smiling again, wob-
bling lopsidedly.

Now she was lying out there dying.
At first the day was beautiful, with the sky blue as it gets only 

in memories of Texas childhood. Nowhere else in the world, I will 
think later, is there a sky as clear, as blue, as Deep as that. I will re-
member other skies: like inverted cups, this shade of blue or gray 
or black, with limits, like painted rooms. But in the Southwest, the 
sky was millions and millions of miles deep of blue—clear, magic, 
electric blue. (I would stare at it sometimes, inexplicably racked 
with excitement, thinking: If I get a stick miles long and stand on 
a mountain, I’ll puncture Heaven—which I thought of then as an 
island somewhere in the vast sky—and then Heaven will come tum-
bling down to earth. . . .) Then, that day, standing watching Winnie, 
I see the gray clouds massing and rolling in the horizon, sweeping 
suddenly terrifyingly across the sky as if to battle, giant mushrooms 
exploding, blending into that steely blanket. Now youre locked down 
here so Lonesome suddenly youre cold. The wind sweeps up the dust, 
tumbleweeds claw their way across the dirt. . . .

I moved Winnie against the wall of the house, to shelter her 
from the needlepointed dust. The clouds have shut out the sky com-
pletely, the wind is howling violently, and it is Awesomely dark. My 
mother keeps calling me to come in. . . . From the porch, I look 
back at my dog. The water in the bowl beside her has turned into 
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mud. . . . Inside now, I rushed to the window. And the wind is shriek-
ing into the house—the curtains thrashing at the furniture like giant 
lost birds, flapping against the walls, and my two brothers and two 
sisters are running about the beat-up house closing the windows, 
removing the sticks we propped them open with. I hear my father 
banging on the frames with a hammer, patching the broken panes 
with cardboard.

Inside, the house was suddenly serene, safe from the wind; but 
staring out the window in cold terror, I see boxes and weeds crashing 
against the walls outside, almost tumbling over my sick dog. I long for 
something miraculous to draw across the sky to stop the wind. . . . I 
squeezed against the pane as close as I could get to Winnie: If I keep 
looking at her, she cant possibly die! A tumbleweed rolled over her.

I ran out. I stood over Winnie, shielding my eyes from the 
slashing wind, knelt over her to see if her stomach was still moving, 
breathing. And her eyes open looking at me. I listen to her heart (as 
I used to listen to my mother’s heart when she was sick so often and 
I would think she had died, leaving me Alone—because my father 
for me then existed only as someone who was around somehow; 
taking furious shape later, fiercely).

Winnie is dead.
It seemed the windstorm lasted for days, weeks. But it must 

have been over, as usual, the next day, when Im standing next to my 
mother in the kitchen. (Strangely, I loved to sit and look at her as she 
fixed the food—or did the laundry: She washed our clothes outside 
in an aluminum tub, and I would watch her hanging up the clean 
sheets flapping in the wind. Later I would empty the water for her, and 
I stared intrigued as it made unpredictable patterns on the dirt. . . .) I 
said: “If Winnie dies—” (She had of course already died, but I didnt 
want to say it; her body was still outside, and I kept going to see if 
miraculously she is breathing again.) “—if she dies, I wont be sad 
because she’ll go to Heaven and I’ll see her there.” My mother said: 
“Dogs dont go to Heaven, they havent got souls.” She didnt say that 
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brutally. There is nothing brutal about my mother: only a crushing 
tenderness, as powerful as the hatred I would discover later in my 
father. “What will happen to Winnie, then?” I asked. “Shes dead, thats 
all,” my mother answers, “the body just disappears, becomes dirt.”

I stand by the window, thinking: It isn’t fair. . . .
Then my brother, the younger of the two—I am the youngest 

in the family—had to bury Winnie.
I was very religious then. I went to Mass regularly, to Confes-

sion. I prayed nightly. And I prayed now for my dead dog: God would 
make an exception. He would let her into Heaven.

I stand watching my brother dig that hole in the backyard. 
He put the dead dog in and covered it. I made a cross and brought 
flowers. Knelt. Made the sign of the cross: “Let her into Heaven. . . .”

In the days that followed—I dont know exactly how much 
later—we could smell the body rotting. . . . The day was a ferocious 
Texas summerday with the threat of rain: thunder—but no rain. The 
sky lit up through the cracked clouds, and lightning snapped at the 
world like a whip. My older brother said we hadnt buried Winnie 
deep enough.

So he dug up the body, and I stand by him as he shovels the 
dirt in our backyard (littered with papers and bottles covering the 
weeds which occasionally we pulled, trying several times to grow 
grass—but it never grew). Finally the body appeared. I turned away 
quickly. I had seen the decaying face of death. My mother was right. 
Soon Winnie will blend into the dirt. There was no soul, the body 
would rot, and there would be Nothing left of Winnie.

That is the incident of my early childhood that I remember 
most often. And that is why I say it begins in the wind. Because 
somewhere in that plain of childhood time must have been planted 
the seeds of the restlessness.

Before the death of Winnie, there are other memories of loss.
We were going to plant flowers in the front yard of the house 
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we lived in before we moved to the house where Winnie died. I 
was digging a ledge along the sidewalk, and my mother was at the 
store getting the seeds. A man came and asked for my father, but my 
father isnt home. “Youre going to have to move very soon,” he tells 
me. I had heard the house was being sold, and we couldnt buy it, 
but it hadnt meant much to me. I continue shoveling the dirt. After 
my mother came and spoke to the man, she told me to stop making 
the holes. Almost snatching the seeds from her—and understanding 
now—I began burying them frantically as if that way we will have 
to stay to see them grow.

And so we moved. We moved from that clean house with the 
white walls and into the house where Winnie will die.

I stand looking at the house in child panic. It was the other 
half of a duplex, the wooden porch decayed, almost on the verge 
of toppling down; it slanted like a slide. A dried-up vine, dead from 
lack of water, still clung to the base of the porch like a skeleton, and 
the bricks were disintegrating in places into thin streaks of orangy 
powder. The sun was brazenly bright; it elongates each splinter on 
the wood, each broken twig on the skeleton vine. . . . I rushed inside. 
Huge brown cockroaches scurried into the crevices. One fell from 
the wall, spreading its wings—almost two inches wide—as if to lunge 
at me—and it splashes like a miniature plane on the floor—splut! 
The paper was peeling off the walls over at least four more layers, all 
different graycolors. (We would put up the sixth, or begin to—and 
then stop, leaving the house even more patched as that layer peeled 
too: an unfinished jigsaw puzzle which would fascinate me at night: 
its ragged patterns making angryfaces, angry animalshapes—but I 
could quickly alter them into less angry figures by ripping off the 
jagged edges. . . .) Where the ceiling had leaked, there are spidery 
brown outlines.

I flick the cockroaches off the walls, stamping angrily on them.
The house smells of Rot. I went to the bathroom. The tub 

was full of dirty water, and it had stagnated. It was brown, bubbly. In 
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wild dreadful panic, I thrust my hand into the rancid water, found 
the stopper, pulled it out holding my breath, and looked at my arm, 
which is covered with the filthy brown crud.

Winters in El Paso for me later would never again seem as 
bitter cold as they were then. Then I thought of El Paso as the cold-
est place in the world. We had an old iron stove with a round belly 
which heated up the whole house; and when we opened the small 
door to feed it more coal or wood, the glowing pieces inside created 
a miniature of Hell: the cinders crushed against the edges, smok-
ing. . . . The metal flues that carried the smoke from the stove to the 
chimney collapsed occasionally and filled the house with soot. This 
happened especially during the windy days, and the wind would 
whoosh grimespecked down the chimney. At night my mother piled 
coats on us to keep us warm.

Later, I would be sent out to ask one of our neighbors for a 
dime—“until my father comes home from work.” Being the young-
est and most soulful looking in the family, then, I was the one who 
went. . . .

Around that time my father plunged into my life with a 
vengeance.

To expiate some guilt now for what I’ll tell you about him later, 
I’ll say that that strange, moody, angry man—my father—had once 
experienced a flashy grandeur in music. At the age of eight he had 
played a piano concert before the President of Mexico. Years later, 
still a youngman, he directed a symphony orchestra. Unaccountably, 
since I never really knew that man, he sank quickly lower and lower, 
and when I came along, when he was almost 50 years old, he found 
himself Trapped in the memories of that grandeur and in the reality 
of a series of jobs teaching music to sadly untalented children; sell-
ing pianos, sheet music—and soon even that bastard relationship to 
the world of music he loved was gone, and he became a caretaker 
for public parks. Then he worked in a hospital cleaning out trash. (I 


